
 

 

Rhaglen Clwb / Club Programme 
 

May 1st Operating on the Ten Metre (28 – 29Mhz) Band. (A talk by Alun 2W0CYM). 

  145Mhz Direction Finding Antenna Building – 19:00 – 19:50. 

 

15th Discussion Night. (Your chance to air your thoughts on the club, and other radio 

topics). 

 Soldering Basics with John Brimecombe GW3GUX – 19:00 – 19:50. 

 

June 5th Marine Communications.  (A talk by John GW3VVC). 

Introduction to VHF Contesting – (19:00 – 19:50 Learn the Basic’s with Simon 

MW0NWM). 

 

 19th DF Hunt. A chance to try out the club DF antennas. 

  Introduction to VHF Contesting – (Concluding our Introduction) 

 

July 3rd Radio Quiz. (GW3GUX). 

  HF Station on the Air – 19:00 – 19:50. 

 

  Sunday 16th. 70Mhz Trophy Contest. (Venue TBC) 

    Further details of this event will be publicised in early June. 

 

17th Moments in Time. (A look at a few historic dates relating to RF by Simon 

MW0NWM) 

 HF Station on the Air – 19:00 – 19:50. 

 

Please note that the main event of each club night is listed in bold and will begin at 20:00. However the 

club will be open each evening listed from 19:00, when there will be a variety of skills workshops, 

these are in Italics. 

 

Weekend activities are listed in Green. 
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——————————————————————————————————————————— 

From the Editor.... 
 

Dear friends,  

 

Welcome to the May 2017 edition of Llais Y Ddraig. How have we managed to get through a third of the 

year already?  

 

I hope you all find something of interest in this issue, as per usual I am grateful for contributions from a 

number of friends and members of Dragon ARC. I rather enjoy editing the newsletter and hope to continue 

doing so for a long time to come. However as I am currently Chairman of DARC, I am well aware that 

people may think I am doing too much in the club. Therefore I am looking for members to volunteer to edit 

an issue of the newsletter, the next one being due the week before August. I will happily supply a template 

for you to use. Whilst on the subject of the newsletter, I would like to thank Les (MW0SEC) who has taken 

on the role of proof reader, hopefully my grammar mistakes shall be banished from these pages! 

 

Since January the club Committee has been rather busy planning the programme you can find on the first 

page of Llais Y Ddraig, we are hoping to run various activities which will be enjoyed by a broad section of 

the club membership. If you have any suggestions for activities, please do not be shy and let us know.  

The Committee has been busy building on the good work of previous years and some of this will be  

reported in the ‘Club News’ page. However, I would like to place my other hat on for a second and as 

Chairman, I would like to publically thank the whole committee for their hard work, enthusiasm and sup-

port so far! 

 

As we head into the summer months, I hope that some of you will take the opportunity to try a little VHF / 

UHF portable from a local hilltop, or even chase some new locator squares from home when the  

opportunity arises courtesy of our dear friend ‘Sporadic E’! In particular, 6, 4 and 2 metre bands can come 

alive with exotic call signs from time to time and therefore make for a thrilling operating period. 

 

I look forward to a report or two about club members exploits this summer appearing in the August edition 

of Llais Y Ddraig. 

 

‘73 

 

Simon 

MW0NWM 

Editor of Llais Y Ddraig 
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Club News 
 

Club Facebook Group 

 

 

Since February the club Facebook page has been made public. After a few 

initial reservations, this has proved popular with members and appears to 

be encouraging people to join us, of which Paul GW1PCD is a prime  

example! The club committee continues to monitor the page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programme Update 

 

Just prior to going to press, I received the following information from our secretary John MW0JWP: 

 

‘Hi Simon, I have had confirmation from the following speakers for August:’ 

 

 August 8th 50 Miles High  

   A Talk by John Rowlands MW1CFN 

 

  22nd Radio Related Talk 

   A talk by Dr Chris Barnes GW0BZD (title to be confirmed) 

 

John MW1CFN and Chris GW0BZD are both published authors and I encourage as many of you as  

possible to attend. 

 

 

Possible Club Trip: 

 

Whilst enjoying himself at Waunfawr, Dafydd MW5DJO suggested another coach trip, which if there is 

sufficient interest, Dafydd is willing to organise. 

Dafydd is proposing a trip to The Royal Armouries Museum in Leeds. I suggest that members take a 

look at the museum website for an idea of just how much there is to see in this fascinating collection! 

https://royalarmouries.org/leeds/ 

 

Dafydd will be asking in the next few club meetings for an expression of interest to see if this trip is of 

interest before suggesting a date and booking a coach. 
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Stewarts Valid Excuse for Missing Marconi Day 
 

The following was posted by Stewart GW0ETF on the club Facebook group a couple of days after 

Marconi Day. However, in spite of preparing for the contest mentioned below, I would like to thank 

Stewart for turning up at Waunfawr on the Friday afternoon to help us set up. Also congratulations to  

Stewart for an impressive claimed score! 

 

Stewart writes: 

 

‘This is what I was doing while you lot were enjoying the BBQ in the sun (plus working a few QSOs 

of course.. ;-) 

2nd out of 359 submitted logs. G3P was assisted though so he was using the cluster/Reverse Beacon 

Network on the internet to find multipliers - you can see the difference in the Mults columns for the 

different bands. (H = high power, A = Assisted) - http://www.ukeicc.com/which-contest/uk-ei-dx-

contest-results - for full results. 

At least I didn't get sunstroke.... ‘ 

—————————————————————————————————————————- 

Club Equipment 

Kevin MW0IBT has been appointed Equipment Officer for this year, following on from several years 

service in this role by Danny GW7BZR; thank you Danny.                                                                   

After collecting all the equipment together in one place, Kevin set about checking its condition,       

creating an inventory and finding somewhere secure to keep it all. 

MW0IBT Checking the Club Transceiver! 

 

 

 

 

 

Kevin now has a full list of all club equipment. Please remember that fully paid up members are able to 

borrow this equipment so long as it is returned at the next club meeting. A list of club equipment and 

loan form are available from Kevin via email at mw0ibt@gmail.com . 

http://www.ukeicc.com/which-contest/uk-ei-dx-contest-results
http://www.ukeicc.com/which-contest/uk-ei-dx-contest-results
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Confessions of a Lapsed Radio Ham  
Paul GW1PCD  

 

Ten years ago, I left Surrey for the call of hiraeth to my roots in Wales. I had come, like many of us 

through the route of CB to Amateur Radio. I was pleased to get my callsign G1PCD as they were my ini-

tials and in those days, callsigns were issued strictly consecutively.  I asked them to delay issuing mine un-

til they reached G1PCD and only waited 6 weeks! I was active on 2m until 1995 when I moved. Early in 

2007 I came to a meeting of Dragon ARC and nobody spoke to me. I tried again with the same result so 

decided to give up ham radio altogether.  

 

In early 2017, I had time on my hands and posted an enquiry on 25 February on the Facebook page and 

was overwhelmed by the response. I came to the next meeting and immediately joined DARC. All because 

people made the effort.  

 

The Marconi day was a great experience for me. I confess I didn’t operate at all but I did take the opportu-

nity to get to know members much better. The BBQ was great (I was only missing a beer) but conversa-

tions with Simon, Bryn, Alun, Dafydd, Kevin, John, John, John and, of course, John were great fun. I came 

home with a raffle prize of a bottle of wine (good), serious sunburn (bad) and some real friendships 

(priceless). The band conditions may have been awful but the social time was great. We really need to be 

going into the public arena because we have a lot to give and we need youngsters coming into the hobby.  

 

So, picking up the hobby again, I thought I’d gently ease in but bought the entire contents of a shack lo-

cally with a part exchange of a model railway layout. So now I have HF and VHF radios, antennas, more 

power supplies than you could shake a stick at and some mysterious things I don’t recognise. I’ll be in 

touch with Uncle Ross BYT to take up his kind offer of help with antennas. The pic shows the shack. Some 

advice from locals please, is ‘Siac Radio’ a nonsense? Dw i’n dysgwr!  

 

It’s been only two months but Dragon ARC has transformed my involvement and reintroduction to the 

great hobby. Thanks chaps.  
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Marconi Special Event Station GB4GM  

2017 
Kevin MW0IBT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

A beautiful weekend in Waunfawr hosted the annual Marconi Special Event Station organised by Dragon 

Amateur Radio Club. The weather was kind, the club showed up in force and a true feeling of friendship, 

togetherness and fun was felt by everyone who attended this event, that was not only a congregation of 

amateur operators and public, but also importantly, a social gathering with a great BBQ allowing lots of 

interesting stories from various quarters, whilst enjoying lovely food on offer in front of the event trailer 

tent. 

There as a WSPR 30M beacon running 200mW set up by John Rowlands (MW1CFN) that was heard as far 

afield as Brazil, 2M VHF and 2 HF stations including Morse Code in the old Marconi building, operated by 

various members of the Dragon Amateur Radio Club.  

     

    

 

John GW3VVC 

on the key. 

 

   Simon MW0NWM  

   waffling as usual!   
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Marconi Special Event Station GB4GM 2017 Ctd: 
 

Radio conditions were not the best but the overall weekend was a resounding success. The help and 

teamwork of about 15 individuals on the Friday, demonstrated how everyone feels about the club and 

the weekend overall. On Saturday, we welcomed members of the public and amateurs who attended to 

see the stations in action and even included a few raffle prizes. 

 

A big thank you to everyone who wholeheartedly contributed in making this a benchmark and blueprint 

for all future Marconi and other club events. There was so much positive feedback from so many people 

who attended, which was great to hear. Let’s look forward to an exciting future for Dragon Amateur 

Radio Club by welcoming new ideas and new members  whilst also listening to experience and  

knowledge of long standing members.  
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It is easier these days!    
Les MW0SEC 

 

Shortly after Marconi showed the possibility of reliable transmission of signals by wireless, a large  

industry sprang up to exploit this, with the main goal being world-wide reliable communication without 

reliance upon long and expensive wired telegraph systems. 

 

Although a great number of the principles involved were becoming known, engineers were limited in 

their means of implementation.  Valves were on the way, thanks to the work of Fleming  and Lee de 

Forest, but considerable development would be required before they could be employed in high powered 

transmitters. Even the simple requirement to produce DC posed difficulties, owing to the lack of  

rectifying devices, leading to the employment of motor-dynamo sets. Frequently the required voltage 

was so high that a number of these sets were required in series, resulting in the frame of the upper end of 

the voltage range being lethal to the touch! 

 

As a result, the engineers had to result largely to electro-mechanical solutions. The wavelengths in use at 

the time were very long, in order to try and achieve round the world coverage at all times of the day. 

Only later would the benefits of shorter wavelengths be discovered. Given the lack of sensitivity in the 

receivers, the powers required at the transmitter were enormous – up to a Megawatt for a  

trans-continental station! 

 

Amplitude modulation for telephony was yet to come, so transmission was exclusively in Morse code, 

although means existed for sending & reading faster than manual keying. The ‘key’ incidentally, had to 

control the high voltage side of things, so a pneumatic relay was normally driven from the key at a  

remote location. 

 

Production of the radiated wave was by spark, with the vast aerials in use providing the primary means 

of achieving resonance. With a high powered spark system a difficulty arises where due to the ionisation 

of the air around the gap, the spark would not decay quickly. This was overcome by a number of  

methods including ‘quenched spark’ where the spark jumped between a set of plates cooled by an air 

blast, and synchronised rotary gaps which had the advantage of adding a musical tone to what was  

otherwise a raw hash sound at the receiver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 An example of a quenched spark gap. 
 

The ‘Big Daddy’ of the spark systems was the Poulsen arc, 

which consisted of a high power continuous  discharge   

between two electrodes. The arc burned in a hydrocarbon  

atmosphere and required an enormous electro-magnet to  

stabilise and focus the arc. A big disadvantage of this system 

was that the arc had to be continuously maintained, leading to 

the requirement for the key to either shift the resonant  

frequency, or damp the aerial system. 
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It is easier these days! Ctd: 
 

An example of a large 

(1MW) poulsen arc  

system. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A typical circuit of the Poulsen arc.  
 

So, when you next turn on your transmitter, fire up your 100W and have a quiet natter with someone in 

the USA, spare a thought for early days when receivers were effectively crystal sets and components 

were made from first principles. It IS easier these days! 

 

Les. 
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Training Update 
John MW0JWP 

 

The club has a long successful tradition of training candidates for all three exams, this committee  

intends to carry this tradition on. A training pack is being put together by myself and once ratified by 

the committee course dates will be published. 

 

Currently I have one foundation student (Greg Howard) and one intermediate student (Malcolm Hanks 

MW6IML) studding for their respective exams, both are working hard and I am confident of their  

impending success. 

 

I was contacted recently by John Rowlands (MW1CFN) with regard to teaching his 9 year old daughter 

Ella for the foundation exam, I am pleased to be able to tell you that she passed with a mark of 24 out of 

a possible 26. This is an amazing mark for someone of such tender years, Ella was a delight and her 

success brought me joy. Her father, John, has also agreed to give us a talk at the club later this year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you know anyone interested in getting started in amateur radio please feel free to pass on my details 

(mw0jwp@yahoo.com) or ask them to come along to any club meeting.  

 

—————————————————————————————————————————- 

Thank you... 

Diolch yn fawr iawn to the following who have contributed to this issue: 

 

Paul GW1PCD, Kevin MW0IBT, Les MW0SEC, John MW0JWP, Stewart GW0ETF 

John GW3GUX, John Rowlands MW1CFN, Dafydd MW5DJO 

 

mailto:mw0jwp@yahoo.com
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2017 Commonwealth Contest  

Stewart GW0ETF 

 

The RSGB Commonwealth Contest is one of the oldest amateur radio contests in the world 

and this year saw the 80th anniversary of what is still affectionately and rather anachronistically 

referred to as “BERU” (British Empire Radio Union). The rules state that only contacts between 

Commonwealth countries and entities count. And even though Canadian provinces, Australian call areas 

etc are deemed separate entities, the whole of the UK and the 'Crown Dependencies' are treated as one. 

This means that UK can't work UK so with the exception of Gibraltar and Malta it is a truly dx 'outside 

Europe' contest for us Brits with Canada tending to make up the  

majority of our contacts. 

 

However it was decided that because this year was a notable anniversary there would be an 

extra element included to help increase activity and interest. Normally one 'HQ' station is allowed to oper-

ate in each entity and this, and only this station, is allowed to make contacts within it's own 

area. GB5CC is normally the UK headquarter station and is operated by whoever fancies taking it 

on that year, and they will be particularly busy as they can exceptionally work other UK participants as 

well as the rest of the commonwealth. In addition each and every contact with a HQ station is worth a bo-

nus of 20 points for everyone on top of the basic 5. But as a special treat for 2017 and the 80th anniversary 

the decision was taken to have a headquarter station for each of the individual UK regions, G, GM, GJ etc 

rather than just one for the whole of the UK. The call went out late last year for volunteers and I said I'd be 

happy to host GW if a better equipped station didn't come forward. Thus it was that I was issued with a 

NOV for GW80CC for the 24 hours of the Commonwealth Contest starting at 1000 on March 11th. 

 

I rely on single element wire antennas here, not ideal for a dx type contest like Beru. I didn't 

have to worry about a top band antenna as it's a 80-10m contest. I have dipoles for 80 and 20m and a ¼ 

wave vertical for 40m which in the end had to do for 15m too. I did have to put up a dipole for 10m on the 

off chance there was propagation but there was none and it never got used. As I say not ideal, but I didn't 

want to wait for someone better equipped to come forward and run the risk of having no GW80CC on air 

which would have reflected badly on those living on the good side of Offa's Dyke. 

 

10 in the morning is a nice civilised start. I do wonder if this is a throwback to the Empire days when Brits 

simply had to have their full English breakfast, toast and marmalade and several cups of Darjeeling tea 

from a china teapot before even thinking about warming up the wireless; the convicts out in the colonies 

could of course suffer the inconvenient and ungodly start times but we rulers would remain civilised. The 

first thing to do was check 10m but the panadapter was flat and the radio just noise (I would remember to 

keep an eye on any 10m spots coming in though..). Fifteen metres wasn't much better and I ended up stick-

ing on 20m until around 1530 with the occasional jump to 15m on the 2nd receiver to bag some of the trav-

ellers spotted on the cluster like 9G5X in Ghana, 3B8/G3TXF on Mauritius and also 9J2BO in Zambia and 

ZF2CA in the Cayman Islands. This spell on 20m produced a mix of UK and increasing numbers of east 

coast Canadians plus some more local commonwealth like Malta and Cyprus. Things eventually started to 

go quiet on 20 and I was spending more time on 40m from the middle of the afternoon working mainly Gs 

though I was surprised to work VK4KW at 1557 which for a bonus was the HQ station in Queensland. The 

numerous Gs on 40m were a bit of a problem later on as most were way down in the noise, not helped by 

my vertical which is more of a dx antenna and not well suited to high angle UK signals. 
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  2017 Commonwealth Contest Ctd: 

I should have been better prepared for this 'HQ mode' and put up a low dipole to make 

inter-UK operation easier, something you don't normally need to consider. I was working Gs on 

40m well into the evening but these were increasingly mixed in with VEs, Carribean and VKs 

including VK7 and VK8. In these days of poor higher band propagation 40 and 80m come into their own 

and can be exciting places to operate. The bulk of the contacts overnight came from 80m; the continuing 

interest from the UK kept me awake while the inevitable occasional dx maintained the excitement levels 

as there were new countries on 80m to be grabbed like Nigel G3TXF in Mauritius. My dipole for 80m is 

a fairly recent addition and it certainly appears to be working well. 

 

After the inevitable slower activity in the small hours what you hope for is some nice grey 

line dx around dawn on the low bands to wake you up. This certainly happened that morning with 40 

and 80m peppered with signals from Australia and New Zealand in particular. Later on as the 10am fin-

ish approached 20m produced some VK6s from Western Australia plus one ZL4 from South Island of 

New Zealand, and I finished with a rare QSO on 15m with Ascension Island ZD8. Given the poor condi-

tions in general it was an enjoyable 24 hours, helped by being able to work UK stations of course. See 

the table for a list of countries worked/number of QSOs and another showing band breakdown. 28MHz 

never opened and even Don G3BJ failed to move me to ten for a bonus. I worked 9 stations on all 4 open 

bands – 3B8/G3TXF, 9G5X, G3BJ, M3W, G3YBY, C4I, VE9CB, VY2GQ and ZF2CA. Of the 6 other 

UK headquarter stations (GD80CC had to pull out at the last minute) my QSO total of 435 was only bet-

tered by GU80CC's 510 but they were a gang of 3 good contest operators at a serious contest station so I 

don't feel too depressed. Antennas have already been described; the rest of the kit was my Elecraft K3 

with an Acom 1000 amp and logging with N1MM. 
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2017 Commonwealth Contest Concluded: 

 

 

 

 

 

Surprised to have missed 9M2 and/or 9M6 Malaysia and very surprised not to have VE7 on the west coast 

of Canada in my log, especially on 20m. This has been noted by others and is certainly down to the poor 

conditions. 

 

Stewart, GW0ETF 

 

———————————————————————————————————————————————-- 
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A Tale of two 'Faults' 
John Brimecombe (GW3GUX) 

 

 
During my working life, like most of us, I have had to deal with various faults and problems, this is just the 

story of two different problems connected by a common cause. 

 

Firstly, a bit of background... 

At the time, I was in charge of a small group of en-route radio stations which provided radio communica-

tions between civil aircraft flying in UK controlled airspace and the controllers of the National Air Traffic 

Services, located at West Drayton, not far from Heathrow Airport. The West Drayton Control Centre is 

now long gone, its place being taken by Swanwick C.C. near Southampton.  

The remote radio stations were (mainly) connected to the control centre by Post Office (as it was then) 

landlines, using a nominal speech level of  0 dbm, i.e. a level of 1 milliwatt into 600 ohms.  At this time the 

lines were mainly analogue with some HF trunk routes.  The transmitters were controlled by tone switch-

ing, using tones in the upper audio (speech) frequency band and separated from the speech by bandpass/

bandstop filters to prevent 'phantom' triggering of the transmitters.  These control tones were at a level of 

12 db lower than the speech levels.  With the increase in line use and trunking, the nominal speech level 

was reduced to -10 dbm to help eliminate crosstalk between circuits.  This also had the effect of bringing 

the control tone level (now at -22dbm) nearer to the level of the inherent line noise level, however this did 

not cause major problems, other than when a line went out of spec. at its upper frequency range. 

 

Fault number one. 

 

On certain frequencies, the pilots and controllers started to complain of 'noisy' transmissions.  On testing 

the transmitters, no problem was found, similarly with the mic. amplifiers, splitters, combiners, etc. at the 

control centre, plus a static test of the lines.  It was not until I was able to check the actual dynamic wave-

form of test speech transmissions on the incoming lines, that the cause of the problem was found. 

Unbeknown to us, the Post Office had started to introduce 'digital' lines.  This was by means of Pulse Code 

Modulation (PCM).  The basic idea is that the audio is sampled at quite a high rate (normally more than 

twice the highest audio frequency in use), this is known as the quantising frequency, each sample is then 

digitised and fed to the line as a serial bit stream.  At the remote end of the line, the process is reversed, re-

covering the original audio frequencies.  Analogue to Digital  Converters, (ADCs) and Digital to Analogue 

Converters, (DACs), are now widely used in CD equipment, PC soundcards, etc. 

If the quantising frequency is too low, this causes noise and distortion of the original audio signal when 

converted back to its analogue form and this proved to be the problem in this case, exacerbated by our 

comparatively complex audio waveforms.  The situation was not helped by the use of audio compressors, 

with less than perfect filtering, in the transmitters, but that was our problem! 

Initially and with great reluctance after high level meetings, the Post Office had to provide alternative non-

pcm lines while they solved the PCM problems, they were not happy bunnies! 

All's well that ends well – but not quite.  

 

Fault number two. 

 

Co-incidentaly, but only partially, with the first problem, a number of transmitters were reported as giving 

very low power output, so low that the associated receivers, which  were of a new design and only recently 

installed and sited at a distance of about ten miles from the transmitters, would not un-mute when the trans-

mitter was keyed, or sometimes would mute randomly.  Each time this happened, it raised alarms at the 

control centre and initiated an auto change-over of transmitters and receivers.  
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A Tale of two 'Faults' Ctd: 
 

The transmitters and receivers in question, plus both aerial systems, etc. (TX and RX) were tested and 

found to be fully up to spec. The problem obviously lay with the receivers in some way, as when the 

transmitters were keyed locally, with no speech, the receivers un-muted normally. 

 

Many receiver designs use just the RF signal input level to un-mute them, others use the signal to noise 

ratio of the RF signal to lift the mute, or as is more usual, a combination of both methods.  This was the 

case with the new receivers. 

 

The basic principle behind signal to noise ratio muting is, a sample of the audio is filtered out and 

checked for 'out of band' frequencies, i.e. noise.  If these higher frequency components are above a cer-

tain pre-set level, this causes the receiver to mute (or remain muted). 

It was noted that this muting problem was more prevalent on channels which had higher noise levels, i.e. 

due to PCM lines as fault one.  However this was not always the case and so I started checking the re-

sponse of the audio high-pass filters in each receiver, only to find that in the majority of cases, this was 

too low, causing the receivers to tend to mute even on high speech frequencies.  A simple change of com-

ponent values plus with a tighter tolerence rating, cured the problem.  This was later incorporated by the 

manufacturer in all production receivers of that type. 

 

It was interesting to find that a certain major American manufacturer of airborne equipment had similarly 

related problems with their receivers, fitted into USAF aircraft, but that was their problem, not ours! 

 

——————————————————————————————————————————- 
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GB4GM Using the WSPR Mode 
John Rowlands (MW1CFN) 

 

A new mode – WSPR – appeared at this year’s Marconi Day event, using just 200mW! 

 

WSPR (Weak Signal Propagation Reporter) is a frequency-shift keyed, beacon-like mode using only 

6Hz per station.  WSPR is extremely popular, providing an objective and entirely free means of testing 

propagation paths and antenna performance – without any human bias and ‘wishful thinking’! 

 

John Rowlands, MW1CFN and his newly-qualified daughter, Ella (now MW6PYS), installed a simple 

elevated vertical for 10MHz in the car park, helped by some, thankfully accurate, fencepost walloping 

by Stewart! 

 

The vertical was attached to a recent addition to the ham scene – a tiny WSPRlite transmitter made and 

sold by SOTABEAMS, selling for around £60.  The unit can be programmed with any callsign, and to 

transmit WSPR at powers between 5mW and 200mW, running from a small USB battery pack.  The 

highest setting was used over the Marconi weekend – a good job, given the G2 storm that raged for most 

of it! 

 

 Fig.1 The WSPRLlte from Sota Beams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.2 The 10Mhz / 30 Metre Vertical Ground Plane 

 Antenna of the GB4GM WSPR Beacon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of the 36-odd hours of transmission can be seen in the plot made with DXPlorer, payware 

(£20, but free for the first year) that allows comparisons with other WSPR stations’ performance to be 

made. 
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GB4GM Using the WSPR Mode Ctd: 

Fig.3 Comparison of GB4GM and G7TSX using WSPR on the 10Mhz Band 21st - 23rd April 2017 

 

Given the conditions, the tiny signal got around very well – including plenty to the eastern US, and one 

each to VK and PY.  Overall, the results reveal the benefit of clear, sloping ground towards the US, ex-

tending the range and period of contact with that area considerably over those stations without that bene-

fit. 

Fig.4  GB4GM compared to G7TSX on the 10Mhz Band 

Next year, it might be an idea to take the beacon up the hillside, where there is less environmental clut-

ter.  Thankfully, the diminutive size of the whole WSPRlite system makes this much more realistic a 

proposition than in earlier times.  Let’s all hope conditions are a bit better then! 
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Who Put the Sine in Sine Wave? 
Stewart (GW0ETF) 

 

The sine wave that we're all familiar with is really a graph of a function. That function is described 

by a point moving around the circumference of a circle at a constant speed, or more correctly a 

constant angular velocity assuming we're talking about a single frequency of course. Have a look at 

(A) and then imagine the circle has been turned so we see its edge, as in (B). 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The up and down movement of the particle in (B) is that thing we learnt in Physics and which 

describes the movement of a pendulum or bouncing spring – Simple Harmonic Motion or SHM. 

SHM is sinusoidal in nature as our oscillating point shows; it is at maximum velocity as it crosses 

zero, decelerating as it moves upwards to a standstill at its high point before accelerating 

downwards to repeat the cycle. To understand why we call this a sine wave function we need to 

have another look at the point rotating (anti-clockwise) around the circle:- 
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Who Put the Sine in Sine Wave? Ctd: 
 

In (C) we've plotted the vertical height of successive locations of the rotating particle on a time axis 

going out to the right. We can see now how the circular motion plots out our familiar sine wave 

with one complete rotation equivalent to one cycle of our sine wave. What we need is a way of 

expressing the vertical height (or amplitude) of our particle in terms of the angle ɵ1, ɵ2, ɵ3 and so 

on. 

 

I well remember learning this little ditty at school to help with trigonometry – Some Old Houses 

Creak And Heave Through Old Age – which tells you that Sine=Opposite/Hypotenuse, 

Cosine=Adjacent/Hypotenuse and Tangent=Opposite/Adjacent..! Here we need the formula for Sine 

and another look at the rotating particle.... 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In (D) the amplitude at any instance is shown by the vertical line dropped from the particle to the 

horizontal forming a right angled triangle. The hypotenuse is the radius which is constant and often 

conveniently 'normalised' to 1, and our vertical line is 'Opposite' the angle we want. So changing 

the sine formula around gives us Opposite=Sinɵ x Radius. The radius of the circle is the maximum 

amplitude of our sine wave and is constant so all the amplitude values on our sine wave are equal to 

the sine of the angle of the rotating point multiplied by whatever the maximum amplitude might be, 

or simply the sine itself if the maximum amplitude had been normalised to 1. 

 

Don't take my word for it – get out your calculator and set the angle mode to degrees. Check that 

when ɵ2 is zero the sine is also zero (amplitude = 0), and that when ɵ2 is 90º the sine is 1. If you 

feel bored you can do this for thousands (or millions?) of intervening angles and plot them on graph 

paper against a time axis and get a nice sine wave for your troubles; this is basically what happens 

inside a Direct Digital Synthesiser IC when it synthesises a sine wave for a vfo or PLL. 

 

GW0ETF 
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 Club meetings held at Ebeneser Hall, Lon Foel y Graig, Llanfairpwll on the evening of the first 

and third Monday in each month at 7.30 for 8.00. Visitors and new members always welcome.  

 

 Pob gohebiaeth at yr ysgrifennydd. All communications to the Secretary, John Pritchard  

MW0JWP 
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